. Of the 28 samples tested, 13 were C-N and 15 C-P. The extraction-free method generated an amplicon in 13/15 C-P cases, with CPs ranging from 26 to 36 cycles vs. 100% (15/15) detected with the DNA extraction method and Cps of 19 to 32. Usable sequence length for the extraction-free method was of 359 (interquartile range, 307-390) vs. 390 (interquartile range, 308-396) base pairs with DNA extraction. Genus-level concordance between bacteria detected by culture in C-P samples and those found using the extraction-free and extraction methods was 92% (12/13) and 93% (14/15), respectively. Bacteria were detected by the extraction method in 2/13 C-N specimens, with none detected with an extraction-free method.
